
Day 1

Land at Uluru Airport where you’ll pick up your hire 
car before hitting the road for an epic adventure. 
After you’ve settled into your Ayers Rock Resort 
accommodation, take in the incredible views of 
Uluru and Kata Tjuta like a cameleer with Uluru 
Camel Tours. Switch it up from the ground and take 
to the air on a scenic flight to witness the 
panoramic red hues of the landscape at sunset. The 
next treat awaits after dark as you follow a 
mesmerising path through the Field of Light – a 
globally-renowned open-air art installation by 
British artist Bruce Munro.   

Day 2

Rise early to catch the spectacular sunrise from one 
of the many lookouts in Uluru-Kata Tjuta National 
Park. Then grab some breakfast and a strong 
coffee. You’re about to hit the road driving towards 
Kings Canyon and Watarrka National Park. The 3.5 
hour trip takes you through unforgettable scenes of 
the Outback. Arrive at your accommodation at 
Kings Canyon Resort where you can settle in for 
sunset and dinner.  

Day 3

Gear up and get ready for sunrise views that are 
out of this world along the six-kilometre Kings 
Canyon Rim Walk. Tackle 500 steps that are worth 

every grunt before enjoying the rewarding view 
from the first lookout. Continue past weathered-

shaped domes and descend into the Garden of Eden 
where ancient plants thrive in this arid environment. 
After the walk, settle back into the car and turn up 
the tunes for the five-hour drive to Alice Springs. 
To finish off the day, make sure you visit the Earth 
Sanctuary to learn more about the brilliant night 
sky and hear from the guides specialising in ecology, 
culture and astronomy. 

Day 4

Float into the morning and enjoy the epic sight of 
the MacDonnell Ranges at sunrise on an Outback 
Ballooning adventure. As you drift gently along, 
watch the colours change across the desert, spot 
red kangaroos and other wildlife, and appreciate 
the expanses of the Red Centre – followed by a light 
breakfast. End your journey at the Alice Springs 
Telegraph Station where you can learn the 
beginnings of the town's history and explore one of 
the shorter walking trails. The café is a great place to 
replenish your energy levels before getting ready for 
your evening flight.    

Ramp up for your Red Centre 
adventure with this fist-pumping 
itinerary in the heartland of the 
Northern Territory.

Red Centre
adventure

Kings Canyon

Hire a bike or 
bring your own.

Outback Ballooning
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Share your travel pics: #Ntaustralia 
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